This paper introduces soft pre-connectedness in soft topological spaces. AMS subject classification (2010): 54A10, 54A05 and 06D72. 
Introduction
Soft set theory was first introduced by Molodtsov [4] in 1999 as a general mathematical tool for dealing uncertain fuzzy, not clearly defined objects. He has shown several applications of this theory in solving many practical problems in economics, engineering, social science, medical science, and so on. In 2013, Bin Chen [1] studied some local properties by soft semi open sets.
For example, soft semi-neighborhood of the soft point, soft semi-connectedness etc. Mahanta and P.K.Data [3] introduced semi open, semi closed soft sets and studied semi interior and semi closure of a soft set in a soft topological space. As well known, connectivity occupies very important place in topology. Many authors have presented different kinds of connectivity in general, fuzzy, intuitionistic fuzzy and soft topological spaces. In 2012, Santhi and Jayanthi [6] studied intuitionistic fuzzy generalized semi-pre connected space. At this juncture, in this paper we introduce a notation of soft pre-neighborhood system, soft pre-connectedness by means of soft pre-open sets and a detailed study of some of its properties. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is the preliminary part where definitions and some properties of soft sets (in our form) and features of soft topologies are described. In section 3, we define soft pre-
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neighborhood system and studied their properties. In section 4, we define soft pre-separated sets, soft pre-connectedness via soft pre-open sets in a soft topological space. Section 5, concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
For basic notations and definitions not given here, the reader can refer [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
2.1. Definition. [4] A soft set F A on the universe U is defined by the set of ordered pairs = , ( ) : ∈ , ( ) ∈ ( ) , where E is a set of parameters, A ⊆ E , P (U) is the power set of U, and : → ( ) such that ( ) = ∅ if ∉ . Here, is called an approximate function of the soft set F A . The value of ( ) may be arbitrary, some of them may be empty, some may have nonempty intersection. Note that the set of all soft set over U is denoted by S (U).
Example
. [2] Suppose that there are five cars in the universe. Let U={c 1 , c 2, c 3, c 4, c 5 } under consideration,and that = , , , , , , , is a set of decision parameters. The ( = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) stand for the parameters "expensive", "beautiful", "manual gear", "cheap", "automatic gear", "in good repair", "in bad repair" and "costly" respectively. In this case, to define a soft set means to point out expensive cars, beautiful cars and so on. It means that, Consider the mapping given by "cars (.)", where (.) is to be filled in by one of the parameters ∈ . For instance, ( ) means "car (expensive)", and its functional value is the set {c ∈ : c is an expensive car} and so, Let ⊆ , the soft set F A that describes the "attractiveness of the cars" in the opinion of a buyer say Ram, may be defined like A={ , , , , }, ( )= {c 2 , c 3, c 5 }, ( )= {c 2 , c 4 }, ( )= {c 1 }, ( )= {U} and ( )= {c 3 ,c 5 }. We can view this soft set F A as consisting of the following collection of approximations:
2.3. Definition. [7] The soft set ∈ ( ) is called a soft point in F E , denoted by ( ), if for the element ∈ and ( ) ≠ ∅ and ( ) = ∅ for all ∈ − { }.
The soft point ( ) is said to be in the soft set , denoted by ( ) ∈ if for the element ∈ and ( ) ⊆ ( ). 
The pair ( , ) is called a soft topological space. F E is denoted by ( , ) or ( ) . Then ̃ is said to be soft pre-closed. The set of all soft Pclosed set of F E is denoted by ( , ) or ( ).
Remark. A soft set
which is both soft P-open and soft P-closed is known as soft P-clopen set. Clearly ∅ and are soft P-clopen sets.
Proposition.
(i) Every soft open set is a soft pre-open set.
(ii) Every soft closed set is a soft pre-closed set.
Theorem.
(i) Arbitrary soft union of soft P-open sets is a soft P-open set.
(ii) The soft intersection of two soft P-open set need not be a soft P-open set.
(iii) Arbitrary soft intersection of soft P-closed sets is soft P-closed set.
(iv) The soft union of two soft P-closed set need not be a soft P-closed set,.
2.14. Definition. Let ( , ) be a soft topological space and ⊆ . Then the soft pre-interior (soft 
Proposition. A soft set is soft P-open iff ( ) = .
A soft set is soft P-closed iff ( ) = .
3. Soft P-Neighborhood system 3.1. Definition. A soft set ∈ ( ) in a soft topological space ( , ) is called a soft Pneighborhood (soft P-neighborhood) of the soft point ( ) ∈ if there exist a soft P-open set such that ( ) ∈ ⊆ . The soft pre-neighborhood system of a soft point ( ) denoted by is the family of all its soft pre-neighborhoods. { }) ).
Soft pre-connected space
In this section we introduce the concept of soft pre-disjoint sets, soft pre -separated sets and soft pre - If (4) is false, then = ∪ , where F A and F B are non-empty and soft pre-separated sets.
Since ∩ ( ) = ∅ . We conclude that ( ) ⊆ , so F B is soft pre-closed. Similarly, F A must be soft pre -closed. Therefore (3) is fails. Which shows (3) ⇒ (4).
(4) ⇒ (1).
Suppose (1) is false and that F A is a non-empty proper soft pre-clopen subset of F E .Then = − is non-empty and soft pre-clopen. So F A and F B are soft-separated sets. Since = ∪ .
Which shows that (4) is false. Therefore (4) ⇒ (1).
Definition.
Let ( , ) be a soft topological space. If there doesn't exist a soft pre-separation of F E , then it is said to be soft pre-connected (soft P-connected) otherwise it is soft pre-disconnected (soft P-disconnected).
Example.
Let ( , ) be a soft topological space, where F A and its soft subsets are considered as in Example 2.5.
Here we show that F A is soft P-connected. We first choose = {( , { })} and = {( , { }), ( , { , })}. ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org Page 210
Thus we see that F A can't be expressed as the soft union of two soft P-separated sets and hence F A is soft P-connected.
Remark.
Since every soft pre-connected space is soft connected space. But the converse is not true as shown by the following example.
Example. Soft connectedness does not imply soft P-connectedness.
Let ( , ) be the soft topological space. Where F A and its soft subsets are considered as in Example
( (1): ( , ) is a soft P-connected space.
(2): ( , ) is not the soft union of any two soft P-separated sets.
Proof:
(1) ⇒ (2).
Assume (1), suppose (2) is false, then let F A, F B are two soft P-separated sets such that F E = ∪ .
Since F E is soft P-connected ( ) ∩ = ∩ ( ) = ∅ . Since ⊆ ( ) and ⊆ ( ),
Hence ( ) = . Therefore F A is soft P-closed set. By the same way we can show that F B is soft P-closed set which is a contradiction with theorem (2) is true. Therfore (1) ⇒ (2).
(iii). This shows that
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Assume (2) is not true. Let F A and F B are two soft pre-disjoint non-empty and soft P-closed sets such
This contradicts the hypothesis of (2). This shows that (1) is true. Therefore (2) ⇒ (1).
Remark. If ∅ ≇
⊆ ( , ), we call F A a soft P-connected set in F E whenever ( , ) is a soft P-connected space.
4.10. Example. Soft P-connectivity is not a hereditary property.
In this example, we cosider the soft topological space on ( , ), where F A and its soft subsets are considered as in Example 2.5. Consider ̃= { , ∅ , , , } . Here ̃ ̃= ∅ , , , , .
(
It is clear that is soft P-connected space since the only soft P-clopen sets are and ∅ . Let is not soft P-connected space . Since , are soft P-clopen sets other then ∅ and . Thus a soft P-connectivity is not a hereditary property.
4.11. Theorem. Let ( , ) be a soft topological space and let F A be a soft P-connected set. Let F B and F C are soft P-separated sets. If F A ⊆ ∪ . Then either F A ⊆ or F A ⊆ .
Proof:
Suppose F A is soft P-connected set and F B , F C are soft P-separated sets such that
, therefore F A is not soft P-connected space. This is a contradiction. Then either 4.12. Theorem. If F A is soft P-connected set then ( ) is soft P-connected.
Proof: Suppose F A is soft P-connected set and ( ) is not. Then there exist two soft P-separated sets F B and F C such that ( ) = ∪ . But ⊆ ( ) , then = ∪ and since F A is soft Pconnected set then by Theorem 4.11 either F A ⊆ or F A ⊆ .
(ii): If ⊆ then the same way we can prove that = ∅ which is a contradiction. Therefore ( ) is soft P-connected.
Theorem.
If F A is soft P-connected set and ⊆ ⊆ ( ) then F B is soft P-connected.
Proof:
If F B is not soft P-connected, then there exist two soft sets F C and F D such that
Therefore = ∅ which is a contradiction. Thus F B is soft P-connected set.
If ⊆ , then by the same way we can prove that = ∅ . This is a contradiction .Then F B is soft P-connected.
4.14. Theorem. The soft union F A of any family { : ∈ } of soft P-connected sets having a nonempty soft intersection is an soft P-connected set.
Proof: Le F A be a soft union of any family of soft P-connected sets having a non-empty soft intersection. Suppose that = ∪ , where F B and F C form a soft P-separation of F A. by hypothesis, we may choose a soft point ( ) = , ( ) ∈ ∩ ∈ . Then ( ) must belong to either a soft subset of F B or a soft subset of F C . Since F B and F C are soft disjointed, we must have ⊆ for all ∈ , and so ⊆ . From this we obtain that = ∅ . Which is a contradiction.
This proves the theorem.
4.15. Theorem. Let ( , ) be a soft topological space such that any two point ( ) and ( ) of F E are contained in some soft subspace of F E . Then F E is soft P-connected. Proof:
Suppose F E is not soft P-connected space. Then F E is the soft union of two soft P-separated sets F A and F B . Since F A , F B are non -empty soft sets, there exist ( ) and ( ) such that ( ) ∈ and ( ) ∈ . Let ( , ) be a soft P-connected soft subspace of F E , which contains ( ) and ( ).
Therefore by Theorem 4.11 either ⊆ or ⊆ which is a contradiction. Since ∩ = ∅ . Then( , ) is soft P-connected space.
Corollary.
If a soft topological space ( , ) contains a soft P-connected subspace such that ( ) = , then ( , ) is soft P-connected.
Proof: Suppose is soft P-connected subspace of ( , ) such that = . Since ⊆ = ( ) then by Theorem 4.13 ( , ) is soft P-connected.
Theorem. If (
, ̃ ) and ( , , ̃ ) are soft P-connected subspace of soft topological space ( , ) such that ∩ ≠ ∅ then ∪ is soft P-connected subspace.
Proof: Suppose that ∪ is not soft P-connected subspace. Then there exist two soft P-separated Proof: Suppose to the contrary F A and F B is a soft P-separation of F E with soft topology ̃ .
Since ̃ ⊆ ̃ hen F A and F B is a soft P-separation of F E with soft topology ̃ . This is a contradiction.
Therefore ( , ̃ ) soft P-connected.
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Conclusion.
We have introduced soft pre-neighbourhood system which is defined over soft topological spaces. The notions of soft pre-open, soft pre-closed sets, soft pre-interior, soft pre-closure, soft preneighbourhood system, soft pre-connectedness are introduced and their basic properties are investigated. In the end, we must say that, this paper is just a beginning of a new structure and we have studied a few ideas only, Further, there are scopes for researcher in this field.
